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Investor of the year award 2013

Your Investment Property’s annual nod to the country’s 
sharpest property investors has returned for its sixth year 
as we reveal 2013’s most inspiring property heroes and 
how they got their start 

2013was a cracker, that’s 
for sure. Interest rates 

dropped to their lowest levels in years 
and much of the Australian buying 
market went into a frenzy. Property 
markets returned to life in most capital 
cities and many investors got some 
phenomenal results. Of course, some 
did better than others – and that’s 
where it gets interesting. Among 2013’s 
victors, who accomplished the most 
with their investments?

That’s a question Your Investment 
Property has sought to answer every 
year in our annual Investor of the Year 
competition. 

This year it has returned with full 
force as we honour Australia’s finest 
property investor and four other 
investors who have also done some 
amazing things with property.

These are ordinary, everyday 
Australians who have taken action. 
They’ve shown a proactive streak can 
deliver just about anything they set their 

Investor 
of the Year 

Award 2013
minds to with property. 

After receiving a wealth of entries, 
we’re proud to announce this year’s 
award winner as Gordon Thorpe.

Gordon wowed our judges with his 
clever negotiation tactics and low-risk 
investment strategy. This approach has 
allowed him to build a mega property 
portfolio that nets him a substantial 
passive income stream.

Congratulations also go out to the 
award’s runners-up: Ryan Crawford  
and Glenn Trainor. Ryan, as first 
runner-up, has shown just how 
powerful a tool property development 
can be in an investor’s arsenal, while 
second runner-up Glenn shows that 
investors don’t have to spend all that 
much money to create wealth.

Special acknowledgement has 
also been extended to Elaine Chase 
and Peter McRae, whose property 
smarts have merited them a “highly 
commended” mention among 2013’s 
winners, along with some great prizes.
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The judges

David Hows, 
managing director, 
Real Estate Investar
David Hows is the founder 
of Real Estate Investar, which 
aims to empower investors with 
data to make smarter decisions. 
Visit realestateinvestar.com.au

Tim Lawless, 
head of property research, 
RP Data
Tim Lawless is a leading expert 
on property trends and the 
Australian property market.  
Visit myrpdata.com

Tyron Hyde, 
director,  
Washington Brown
Tyron Hyde is a veteran of the 
construction and development 
industry and is a leading expert 
in property tax depreciation. 
Visit washingtonbrown.com.au

John Kovacs, 
managing director, 
NMD Data
Former real estate agent John 
Kovacs started NMD Data, which 
provides a database listing 
mortgagee foreclosures, deceased 
estates and housing authority 
properties. Visit nmddata.com.au

Assisting Your Investment Property in nominating 2013’s winner were:

Who entered?
Your Investment Property received 
loads of competition entries, from 
investors with just one property to 
real estate professionals. They 
entered from around the country by 
filling out our online entry form at 
yourinvestmentpropertymag.com.au. 
The form asked questions such as 
“What’s your most successful deal?” and 
“What’s your overall property strategy?” 

The entries revealed some interesting things about the people 
who decided to enter:
 The average number of years investors had been in the 

property market was seven

 One investor had been investing for more than 30 years

 Most entries were investors with a total portfolio value of 
between $600,000 and $1m

 The average number of properties in a portfolio was four

 The most common way to start a portfolio for people below 
age 35 was with savings. For those older, it was through equity 
in their home

Measuring up 
the entries
How applicants 
were assessed and 
compared and 
how the winner 
was eventually chosen

Because every investor starts off with 
different goals, income and available 
funds, Investor of the Year candidates 
were not assessed merely by the size 
of their portfolio. Several key factors 
were taken into consideration. These 
included:
 Strategy and property  

selection criteria
 Entrepreneurship and contribution 

to other people
 Risk management
 Innovation, especially  

with finance
 The ability to overcome investment 

challenges
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Investor of the year award 2013

♦HIGHLY COMMENDED ♦

Elaine’s gutsy determination to rectify 
a shady start to her investing has left 

our judges suitably impressed. Miriam 
Bell finds out how Elaine conquered 
considerable setbacks to gain eight 

properties and a net worth of $1,610,000

Chase
Elaine

E

Investor of the Year Award 2013
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However, Elaine was not put off 
by this disaster. She realised she did 
not have the knowledge required to 
make calculated property investment 
decisions, and she decided to rectify 
that. She embarked on a serious study 
of property investment. 

“I read property magazines and 
books, and learnt as much as possible,” 
she says. “At some point, I listened 
to a Sam Saggers CD and discovered 
positive gearing, which is the 
way to go. Before that I thought that 
you had to have negative gearing.” 

Elaine’s research taught her 
that education is the key, she says. 
“Learning about markets, growth, 
supply and demand and the like gave 
me the confidence and self-belief to 
continue with property investment.” 

Aiming for security
Continuing to pursue their property 
investment dream was important to 
Elaine. At the time, she and Tania 
were on relatively low incomes – with 
little superannuation and three kids 
to support – and were focused on the 
financial future. 

Her mother and father retired early 
15 years ago and did not qualify for 
pensions as they had saved hard in  
super and term deposits, she explains.

“Within 10 years they qualified 
for the pension. We wanted greater 
financial security and freedom in 
our retirement.” 

As the couple had both invested in 
property before, they knew how well 
it could pay off. 

Elaine had purchased her first 
property, in Wyndham Vale, 
Melbourne, in 1989 when she was 
just 21. Financed from a combination 
of $20,000 savings and money 
borrowed from her parents, it cost 
$80,000 and had no carpets, curtains, 
fences or garden.

Property prices were going through 
the roof at the time, and interest rates 
were 17.5%. Six months later the 
market crashed and her property 
 was worth around $50,000. She held 
on to the property and, after receiving 
dire predictions on its likely resale  
value from agents, rented it out for 
many years. 

Eventually, she was able to sell 
it for $179,000. “As a result of this 
experience, I realised that if one buys 

Bad advice and information 
from a shady property shark 
would put many people off 

pursuing their property investment 
goals. But not Elaine Chase. Instead, 
Elaine and her partner, Tania Ravbar, 
resolved to move onwards and upwards 
from their dealings with the shark they 
encountered. 

They did so. And how! With a 
portfolio of eight properties, valued 
at $3,730,000, the Melbourne-
based couple now has a net worth 
of $1,620,000. Further, Elaine has 
just received a “highly commended” 
mention in Your Investment Property’s 
2013 Investor of the Year competition. 

When they met about seven years 
ago, Elaine and Tania decided that 
property investment was the best 
way to prepare for a secure financial 
future. Unfortunately, they 
encountered the shark, which meant 
their first purchase [in Point Cook] did 
not prove to be the success they had 
hoped for. 

“We ended up buying a property off 
the plan,” Elaine explains. “By the time 
the house was ready there was such a 
large supply of other new properties 
available for rent we could only rent 
it out for $300 per week. It also took 
three months to find tenants, as there 
was a 12% vacancy rate … The house 
had dropped around $50,000 in value.” 

Elaine wins

A prize pack worth 
$800 including:
 2 Special Report packs from 

RP Data

 12-month ‘Platinum’ membership 
of NMD Data 

 12-month membership  
of HomeSource Access

and sells property at the right time one 
can make good money.” 

By the time she met Tania,  
Elaine had purchased, renovated and 
then sold several more properties. They 
were all primary places of residence 
rather than investment properties, 
but each purchase contributed to the 
construction of her knowledge base. 

Overcoming fear
These experiences also provided her 
with the resolve and, ultimately, the 
resources to persevere when the shark 
struck, with negative impact, on Elaine 
and Tania’s first joint purchase.

Property investment has a lot to 
do with combating fears, she says. 
“Fear is the four-letter word that stops 
you in your tracks. The challenge is 
always your mindset and your belief in 
yourself. You need to control your fears 
and not let them control your destiny.”

 Coming into the relationship, they 
had owned a property each. This 
meant that, in the wake of that first 
investment, they were able to refinance 
one of these properties. They decided 
to rent out their Werribee house, and 
they also took $85,000 equity out of this 
house to buy two more properties.

“We were then able to build up 
equity in these properties in order 
to finance further investments,” she 
says. “We have subsequently been 
able to finance all our purchases with 
a combination of savings and getting 
equity out of our existing properties.” 

Taking away lessons
One of the next properties Elaine and 
Tania bought turned out to be their 
most successful investment overall. 

Early in 2011, Elaine found a house 
in Tamworth, NSW, that she wanted to 
buy. It was on the market for $175,000 
and was rented out for $230 per week. 

Judge’s comment
“From humble beginnings, Elaine has 
built a substantial level of wealth. Her 
portfolio is diversified regionally, which 
suggests she has done a great deal of 
research into regional markets where 
capital gain prospects have been strong. 
Her strategy is very clear and diversified 
– which offers her some inherent 
protection.” 

– Tim Lawless, RP Data

 Investor stats
Properties 8

Portfolio value $3.73m

Weekly rental 
income

$2,610

Net worth $1.62m

Start-up costs $85,000

Investing for 10 years
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Location Type Purchased Price Loan amount Current value Weekly rent Current yield

Burwood, Vic 4-bed house Owned $850,000 $220,000 $1,200,000 PPOR –

Werribee, Vic 3-bed house Owned $270,000 $250,000 $380,000 $300 6.2%

Point Cook, Vic 4-bed house Feb-11 $420,000 $335,000 $380,000 $320 5%

Tamworth, NSW 4-bed house May-11 $125,000 $121,500 $200,000 $240 10%

St Marys, NSW 3-bed townhouse Dec-11 $260,000 $237,250 $350,000 $360 7.9%

Gladstone, Qld 2-bed townhouse Jun-12 $305,000 $277,850 $340,000 $430 8%

Fairfield, Qld 3-bed townhouse Sep-12 $420,000 $384,000 $500,000 $510 6.9%

Quinns Rocks, WA 3-bed house Apr-13 $365,000 $352,700 $380,000 $450 6.6%

Total   $3,015,000 $2,108,300 $3,730,000 $2,610

   Elaine’s portfolio

Timeline
1989: Elaine 
undertakes her 
first ever property 
purchase in 
Wyndham Vale, 
Victoria

Feb 2011: Elaine joins 
forces with partner 
Tania and together 
they purchase in 
Point Cook, a western 
suburb of Greater 
Melbourne

May 2011: The pair 
conclude their most 
successful property 
transaction to date, 
a house in NSW’s 
Tamworth that 
they scored for a 
significant discount

Dec 2011: Another 
property transaction 
shows Elaine just how 
important an effect 
vendor motivation 
can have in a 
property deal

2012: A further 
purchase sees  
Elaine and Tania 
venture into Fairfield, 
Queensland, where 
they discover a great 
opportunity

2013: Elaine begins 
work as a mentoring 
coach, using her 
experiences to help 
other investors 
navigate the property 
market 

The couple put in an offer for 
$120,000, but were told the owner 
wanted about $40,000 more. They told 
the agent they would think about it, but 
he then contacted them several times 
with lower prices. Eventually, they 
put in an offer of $125,000, which the 
owner accepted. 

However, celebrations did not start 
right away because they had learnt 
about the ‘gazumping’ process in 
NSW. ‘Gazumping’ means the owner 
has the right to take a higher offer, 
despite verbally accepting a lower one, 
up until a contract is signed [with the 
original buyer].

In this case, three days after the 
couple’s offer was accepted, another 
offer of $135,000 was made for the 
property. When they learnt this, they 
told the agent that $125,000 was their 
final offer and that they were intent 
on closing the deal at that price. Their 
tactic paid off: within hours the vendor 
had decided to go with their offer. 

“This transaction taught me that 
you can get great discounts if you are 
persistent and patient,” Elaine says.  “It 
also taught me to stick to my guns: 
there will always be another property 
deal, and that if this one didn’t succeed 
another one would.” 

Intensive selection criteria
When looking for properties, Elaine 
employs a three-pronged strategy. 

Her first preference is for a high-
yielding property (9–10% yield) in 
a large regional city, and one that is 
less than 20 years old unless it has 
been fully renovated. “Banks will 
look favourably upon this for future 
purchases as the positive yield will 

increase your annual income,” she says.
Secondly, she looks for high-yielding 

properties (6.5–7.5% yield) that are 
less than 10 years old and as close to 
a capital city as possible. “They must 
be walking distance to a train station 
and close to employment areas. Also, 
they must be in an area that has people 
moving there because jobs are being 
created, and this must be sustainable.” 

Thirdly, she looks for high-yielding 
regional properties (7%-plus yield) with 
good exposure to the mining industry. 
“Proposed projects have to have been 
accepted, and it must have three other 
industries besides mining that also 
support the city,” she says. “Although 
with any mining town investment, you 
have to be prepared to ride the wave.” 

Her property selection criteria 
include vacancy rates under 2%, areas 
with low supply but high demand, 
infrastructure developments, close 
proximity to transport, and properties 
that are not too old. Also, she prefers 
properties to be spread over different 
states because “you shouldn’t have all 
your eggs in one basket”. 

Ultimately, Elaine believes it is all 
about finding the right property in the 
right place at the right time. “Educate 
yourself on how to do that. You don’t 
have to be a rocket scientist. Anyone 
can build up a good portfolio with a 
bit of research, self-belief and the 
right mindset.”

Understanding supply and 
demand
A crucial part of finding the right 
property is learning how to work out 
what the growth is in a market. The 
ability to identify good growth in a 
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market is the key to building a fantastic 
portfolio, she continues. 

“You definitely need to know about 
supply and demand factors: why people 
are moving into an area, whether jobs 
are being created, if those jobs are 
sustainable, what is going on generally: 

is the area in a bit of a lull, or not, and 
even whether too many jobs are 
being created (because that will drive 
up prices).” 

Elaine emphasises that she is a big 
believer in supply and demand. “That’s 
what it is all about. Anyone who wants 
to build up a good portfolio has to 
know about the supply-and-demand 
factors of an area. They have to do 
extensive due diligence and find out.” 

However, it is important that 
investors realise it is capital growth that 
best builds a portfolio. Good rental 
yields above 6% are always desirable, 
but you need the capital growth too, 
she says. This is because without equity 
gained in an investment property, it is 
difficult to build a successful portfolio. 

“If you have to wait 10 years for that 
equity, then time will work against 

you and you will not build a very 
large portfolio. Whereas if you can 
build equity in two to three years and 
refinance to release that equity, you can 
continue to grow your portfolio.

“Save $30,000 or more every year and 
you can purchase one property every 
year. This would be nearly impossible 
unless you were a very high-income 
earner.” 

Words of wisdom
Elaine has plenty of good advice for 
would-be investors, including these tips:
• Ensure finances are structured 

properly
• Put in place a raft of risk management 

strategies, like lender diversification, 
asset protection through buffer 
accounts and insurance, fixed interest 
rates, and having an exit strategy

• Identify and focus on either cash flow 
or growth in an investment strategy

• Know which type of market best 
suits which investment strategy

Finally, she says she would not have 
started out with a principal place of 
residence. Rather, she would have 
purchased properties that produced 
rental income and rented herself. 
“Those properties would have well 
and truly performed for me over the 
years... And I would be able to purchase 
a principal place of residence outright if 
I wanted to.” 

Back to the future
This year, Elaine took her passion for 
property to a new level when she started 
working as a mentoring coach for 
Positive Real Estate. They approached 
her to do it because they – rightly – 
thought she would be bored when she 
left her old job late last year, she says. 

“I am enjoying teaching people 
the strategies necessary to build and 
control a successful property portfolio. 
It is what I love doing: helping people 
achieve their dreams.” 

Elaine plans to continue investing 
herself and would like to buy another 
property in the next year. Her goal is to 
end up with about 12 to 15 properties, 
although she might sell a couple later 
on to release more funds. “Our end 
plan is to become grey nomads and 
travel around Australia, sightseeing, in a 
caravan,” she says. “We just have to wait 
until all the kids have left home.”   

Judge’s comment
“Elaine has the right approach to 
expanding her portfolio in today’s 
market. Yield is vital. Growth will come! 
Her focus on diversifying lenders is 
very important. It spreads the debt and 
allows the potential to borrow more. 
She is well on her way to achieving 
financial freedom.”

 – John Kovack, NMD Data


